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Then fare you well, cold raths where long I .sat captive: with crimson and pine-torch you lie warm at last! 
I've death as a bride-piece to quicken our riding as blood smears my arms from the wounds of my ca. 
One cut I have-so, we are mingled together, our two scarlet tbr~ads in one bright, living line; 
the black of your hair blowing wild in the starlight bas woven its locks to form one strand with mine. 
So, North we ride, North run the grasses beneath us- North, North to Dun Dealgan, !or Emer is won. 
-- 12/10/71 
EMER: 
That's blood o! your blood stains my tunic, acushla, our torches are set in the hall of your birth-- your laughter rings free as the spear fall around us, 
and you grinning fierce as a catleen at bay. Dun Forgall is blazing like bonfires at Bealtaine the death-smell smokes up from the black sodden turf-- It's ruin we have for our wedding, my ca!lin! Sweet gods, but your eyes set a fire in my soul. Proud Emer, it's skin like the foam you have, surely, and you with your hair black as bog-peat in fall. 
cecHULLAIN : 
EMER: • Once more to the window above mY gr!anan but no sound for mortals slips in on the ni~ht: Lugh's Chain lies, a path !or the Sidhe, from the foothills, the meres still as ice with its light in their depths. 
A swiftness of clatter to shake the earth open, a challenge, a scream and a rattle of bronze-- Cuchullain and Laegh to my father's one hundred! 
Himself, no man lesser, I'll take mY lord. It's singing I am on the stair to the courtyard, my blade bare to cleave me a path to my Hound. 
ceCHULLAIN: The rumble of wheels echoes over Sliabh Gullion where sandy-haired Laegh drives the steeds of the C6; blood-bordered the Chain of the God streaks above us: 
Cuchullain is riding to capture his bride. A heather-drenched wind tangles horsehair and leather 
through thicket and hollow and skerry-strewn stream, the hoofbeats like pulses beat wild with my longing, beat fierce with the promise of battle and torch. 
The Morrigtl-madness wells up in our laughter, the way she is d.riving us on to our kill. 
EMER: Pale marsh mist and bog lamps wreathe Dun Forgall's earthworks that Bealtaine nor Samhain can light with their cheer; 
my scarlet-strung loom stands beside tire North window that gazes away toward the Cuailgne strand. A year has slipped by since I sent you a-questing, 
and you but a brash-spoken lad in your strength-- it's soon I am hoping you'll come, !or my father would wed me by force to another than you. Ocheen, my Cachullain, when will I be hearing 
the roar of your chariot over the plain? 
C~CHULLAIN: Come away;mavourneen, !or the ocean is roaring, to the white strand o! Cuailgne, stark before dawn. Come, bird-of-my-heart, to my duo at day's breaking, where the salt-wing6d gull's keening over the shore- Ride with me, my pulse, through the long rain of Eireann 
to fire my hearth with the !lame of your smile. Och Emer, ocheen, 'tis a year I have wooed you, a year I am warring on Alaba's isles; Not Sg~thach herself can sing sword song so sweetly, nor spring Br~dan Leap with the grace of the c~. 
An30ne interested in learning 1110re 
about Ctchullain is referred to 
'nle Hound of Ulster by Ros-.ry 





Alab&: ah•leb11 · 
Dun Forgall: d06n fore-gahl 
Bealt&ine: bahl 'tin 
Samhain: eah'ven 
ctchul.lain: koo hul'lln 
Sliabh Gullion: ahleev gUl'li8'11 
Laegh: l.,tl' 
Sgathach: sk&h'thach (like Genian ~ 
Lugh: looh' (Lughts Chain • Killcy' way) 
grianan: gree ah'nen (bower) 
Sidhe: shee (El,.'NS or Fair Follc) 
cailin: colleen 
Dun DeaJ.gan: doon dahl'gan 
Xhe minrnnq o~ Kme~ 
by Tatiana Szeftel 
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Okay, I read the serials--and was very 
very surprised, and must greatly revise my opinion of the magazine ••• the serials are some 
of the best fiction I've ever read in a fan- 
zine. "Night of the wolves" has two character- istics which I envy very much--ability to get 
the reader immediately involved in the narrative without use of stylistic tricks, and the proper 
handling o£ action scenes. Also it shows a rare development to the proper length, which suggests that the author could be selling pro- 
fessionally with a little work (Also there is 
a category problem--the 1st installment at least isn't fantasy, therefore there might be considerable difficulty selling such a thing.) 
"Juniper Hill" is somewhat derivative of the early chapters of LOTR, but still delight- 
ful. Again there's a quality of writing here very rare in fanzines. It's the ability to sustain interest over length without padding. 
June 5, 1972 
makes it on style alone.) 
"The Homeless" is simply too full 
ot cliche's to be interesting. This bit about the homeless waif who is cr\ielly per- 
secuted in a mighty castle and becomes either the savior or the destroyer of the place has been done just too many times. It was ob- 
vious as soon as the Talisman was mentioned 
that the kid would find it, and the only sur- prise was that he would sprout wings, which seems more a sigu that the story was written around the cover than anything else. The means 
of the finding of the talisman is also less than plausible. 
"Richard" is somewhat better, though it smacks too much of women's gothics, with the 
indispensible frightened heroine wandering around 
in the dark sequence. What's it doing in MYTHRIL? 
I didn't read the serials yet, as 
I'd rather judge them as a whole. 
One comment on the map on page 1;. 
The graphics end of it is superlative, as is 
everything Tim does, but there's something 
lacking in this map. I think it's details. 
'I'his map is full of strange na.c:es (cany of which sound like something from Tolkien) and 
is covered with little houses and rivers and the like, and it implies nothing. One of the most important things about a fantasy map is 
that it should suggest a lot--like the history of the world, not to mention the plot of the 
story. 
You could look at the map of Middle Earth, and even if you had never read the 
books you could see a lot in it. "Here of Old was the witch-realm ot Angms.r" for example. There is a certain sameness about the map in 
this issue, that makes it rather dull. I'm 
sure it's functional for the story, but by it- self it isn't much. 
I might suggest''an idea for ma.king a map interesting easily. I just throw hal!- formed ideas around mine. You get things like "Phs.riti's Expedition Perished Here", 
"Here Thinds.rek and Ginspuin met in peace for 
the last time", "The Bolding of Hing Huian" etc. When I started this I had no idea what those things were, but they ended up suggesting to me. I've since written about Hing Huian 
and~hindarek. 
That's cheating I suppose, but it does make things more interesting. 
"Korath Tuglon" is an attempt at a Dunsany story, and not a very good one. It basically lacks enough development to make it 
interesting. The plot isn't much, but Dunsany could pull something like this off by great· 
numbers of tiny marvellous details. For ex- ample, "The Long Porter's Tale" has no plot 
at all, but filled with tiny things that make it work. Also this problem has the problem 
of lacking a protagonist, which means that another means has to be found to hold the 
reader's attention. It has to be made into quasi-legend, and this means either a great 
epic-sense (e.g. great scope, many years), or thru pure stylistic power. Btylistic power 
is something that Cook doesn't have. (See "Ho!'I One Came, As \·las Foretold, To The City of Never"--this one lacks any real plot, but 4 
me. 
Darrell Schweitzer Strafford, Pa. 
Some comments on M'Y'!'HRIL ;: 
The package is attractive but you 
should have more artwork. l'aula l'tarmor can 
draw quite well, so why not have her do some? 
//Did you but knowl(Sigh)--LAR// 
~he contents really didn't impress 
I can't resist mentioning a few favor- 
ites. Bharon Wells' "'!'he Legend of Loch.Ness" is charming, and the last episode is specially well done, with the farmer's discovery that 
Geor§e's clothes don't get wet. "One 8tayed Home by Simone Wilson retains the flavor o! 
genuine old folk tale in spite of the delight- ful unconventionality of the whole adventure's 
ta.king place in John's own village. The ac- companying silhouettes by Farley are exactly right. In fact all the art work is very tine, 
including the fancy letters and marginal dec- orations; Bonnie GoodKnight's·dragon on the cover of the Winter '72 issue is splendid and terrifying. '.l'atiana Szettel's "Juniper Hill" 
can only be comps.red to the Great Cake in 
Smith of Wootton Majtr--besides being good overa1r, there is a reasure in nearly every paragraph. And Tim Kirk's song-of-sixpence 
king is delicious also! 
I know one's not allowed to ask 
what a myth means, but Lyue Notis' '"l'he Meet- ing" is too compelling to let by and too 
ambiguous to let be. Within the narrative itself, there is a problem absorbing the sudden appearance (or rather materialization; 
his appearance is just one of the things ·1acking) of the third horseman. And then, of 
course innumerable meanings can be read into the story, including contradictory ones; the author hasn't given meny clues even to the 
general direction in which to find meanings; I for one am not sure whether the meeting is a good thing, or a bad thing--or merely a necessary thing with the ultimate outcome 
still undecided. However, this odd little piece has the true mythical quality, and it 
is unforgettable. 
Just a brief note to congratulate you all on the two issue~ of Mythril so tar. This 
is a really good idea and you are doing it 
beauti!ully. The diversity o! interests of the Society and the productivity of the differ- 
ent special groups is a very encouraging in- dication of the health of the organization as a whole. 
Bpring!ield, Ohio 8haryu Lawler 
~ ·~ ·~ ·~ ~ t ~ 
~4 ~.~4~4 ~ .... 
............................................. .... .... ... .... .... , ................... 
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tiy Paula lnarmor 
And thou art found the witchwhore's trick, 
a stickclown forged of pitchfork wrack all wrapped in gilt-stitched garments gay and charmed, a clockwork man all wound, 
a mockery with feathers crowned togethe~ bound to stock her play. 
Ah--helpless art thou, scrapheap-born, and hapless, shorn of manhood's prance? 
Thy princely form knows ignorance no more; nor lives my once proud lord; 
we mourni'ul limp down dim-lit shores 
to drown in insignificance. 
Come, thing of straw and pumpkinhead, 
while bitter summer's winds blow bleak. 
I'll bind thy broken sticks with string and bits of ribbon; bleached by sun, we'll seek an end where brine-waves run, or mend, perhaps, in the way of things. 
I stand before thee, fool uru:tanned, 
my body strewn with ruby signs, 
the witchlines jeweled in living blood 
and bruises livid on my breast, tbe tuneless graveyard wind my breath, my tresses charred and grey with mud. 
I battled with the gilded bitch and witchcraft wielded as a sword 
tbat glittered wilful toward her doom; now ruins, shattered litter lie with brass illusion cast aside, 
all losers, trapped in Truth's black tomb. 
Tfte ~carecrow 
It might go to the Jungian racial memory/arche- 
types business. I believe that the handling. 
of the religious elements is the most important 
thing in creating a fantasy. world. (2nd is the 
geography.) ••• you have to decide which of your 
imaginary gods, if any, are real ••• this then 
determines the culture and behavior of the in- 
habitants. Yhich in turn influences your plot, 
etc. I am basically interested in anything 
with mythic undertones, and have a noted weak- 
neae for religious science fiction. (Also tor 
light treatments of folklore--there'~ a story 
in the new CRAB about a Jewish vampire who 
went into a 1000-year sleep to evade the Nazis.) 
Perhaps the only thing Tasha should learn is 
n·ot to tell so much ·about her characters which 
reads 1nce-synopsis, but show these things, 
allowing the desired information to seep 
through conversation and situation. It's a 
very fine story so far, and if it doesn't run 
off to a predictable and trite ending it could 
be excellent. 
~ven after reading the Szeftel serial I 
think her map is empty and unsuggestive. Does 
not give any impression of fantasy, but looks 
like Bnglish countryside. 
Myth I would define as a constantly re- 
curring pattern of human thought and experience. 
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"Nol" she snapped. "I want no more killing. But you don't have to hold on to 
the rope. Tie it around the handles of my bag and then sit on the bag. I can sit on 
it too; there's room. They won't move the 
two or us." 
I looked at her for a moment in undisguised admiration. Then I hastily dug 
the rope out of my bag and did as she had suggested. The whole sequence of actions was punctuated by louder and louder bowls 
.as the wolves c.ame steadily closer. By the 
time the rope was tiBhtened to my satisrac- 
1 tion and we were both seated fairly comfort- ably on her bag with our backs to the wall, 
the bowling was almost directly outside. 
Then the door sagged inward against the cable as a heavy body thudded against it. But the cable was designed to bold much greater 
loads than that; it hardly vibrated. The 
thuds continued for a few minutes. but when 
any more wire, or 
that?" she asked. 
light rope, but no 
see how it would help," 
"Do you have 
rope, or anything like 
"I have some more hooks, so I don't 
I answered. 
"Well, your bag is longer than that window is wide, and almost as tall as it is 
high. If you tied a rope to its handles, and then shoved it out the window and pulled it 
up so it was crosswise of the window ••• " 
"And I stand here all night playing tug-or-war with the wolves. It'.s a nice 
idea, but I can't last that long. Hight as well let them come through one at a time and see if I can kill them as fast as .they come 
in. 0 
going to be a different story. As far as I 
could see, there was nothing to block it with. I was looking around desperately, trying to 
think of something, when Rivke again came to the rescue. 
Meanwhile I was rummaging in my bag for something useful. I found what I wanted finally--a set of metal hooks and the reel of wire cable that I used sometime~ for 
tight-wire work. With a loose rock I drove the books into cracks in the stone walls; 
then I cross-strung the cable from hook to hook until there was no more of it. I didn't 
think the wolves would be able to knock the 
door down, at le_ast. But the window was 
murmured. 
R ivke tugged at my sleeve. "Dovid, while you were talking to·the man at that first cottage I was looking around and I saw what looked like a deserted barn or so~ethins of the sort off on the opposite 
side of it from the rest of the village. Do you think maybe we could use it to shelter 
us from the wind and ••• " "she looked over her shoulder in the direction from which tbe last 
howl had come. 
"Good!" I exclaimed. "I'm glad at least one of us is keeping her eyes open! Let's take a look." We hurried back down 
the puth past the cottages, conscious that from some of them hostile eyes were staring 
at us. Fut I didn't think they would object to our using an abandoned building--not enough to brave the storm and the wolves to 
do anything about it. 
The darkness was almost impenetra- 
ble, but directly an even denser black loomed 
beside us and we groped our way through the doorway of some kind of building. I had a 
small oil lamp and a flask of whale-oil in oy bag, and with some effort I succeeded in lighting it. Ey its illumination I studied 
our shelter--such as it was. The thatch of the roof was missing in several places, but as nearly as I could tell the basic structure 
was sound enough, and none or the gaps was large enough to admit a wolf. The walls were 
of good solid stonework; a hurricane couldn't have moved them. That left the door through 
which we had entered and a small square win- 
dow. The latter had two crude bars in it, but a tentative tug snapped one and the other gave way with little more effort. I turned from it in disgust and looked to the door. 
There was a door, but it bad come off its 
binges and lay on the floor. I lifted one end or it and kicked it. It seemed sound enough, so I heaved it off the floor and 
jammed it in place in the doorway. 
"Here, lean on this," I called. to Rivke. She walked over and leaned back 
egainst it, dropping her head onto her chest and closing her eyes. 
"It reels good to just relax,11• she 
wolves begin chasing it. The others in tbe 
sleigh want to throw the Jews to the wolves, 
but tbey jump first and get up into a tree be- fore they are caught. 
The wolves mostly follow the sleigh, but one wolf stays behind. With considerable effort Dovid & Rivke kill the wolf and make it to a nearby village. However, the Ukrainian peas- 
ants refuse to give them shelter, and as the first installment ends they hear the howling of wolves again approaching. 
* ;by David G. Hulan 
Dovid, a Jewish traveling acrobat in ear- 
ly 19th-century Russia, is escorting Rivke, the only surviving member of a family who had 
befriended him in the city of Zhitom.ir in the Ukraine, to the home of her uncle in Lublin. They are ~raveling by public sleigh.when. 
PART. 2 
SYNOPSIS * 
Nil!ht ·of the Wolves 
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"I can wait," she murmured. "Just don't forget about it when we get there-- 
especially if it's what I think." And with that cryptic remark she fell silent once more. 
Within a few minutes the jerking of 
the bag ceased. Apparently the wolves had decided that my bag was too tough for them to 
break through in any reasonable time. They had not given up, though. As they left the window, they renewed their assault on the 
door. I wasn't worried about the cable hol- d~ng--it could have held up the whole pack with strength to spare--but the hooks that I had driven into the wall were another story. I could on1y hope that they would not pull loose under the repeated onslaughts of the pack. As each heavy body hit the door it sagged inward slightly, only to be snapped back into place by the springiness of the cable. And gr~dually I could see that the door was moving farther and farther inward with each stroke. The hooks must indeed be giving way. Finally I could see a small gap 
CONTINUED PAGE 14 
"What?" she asked. 
"Nothing. Only if we ever get to there's something I want to ask you ••• " Lublin, 
"And trying hard to get in," I ~nswered. "We'll have to hope that my bag is tough enough to last until they give up. It's thick leather, but wolves' teeth are 
made for cutting animal hides, so ••• we'll 
have to see." 
Rivka shook her head and returned to her seat on the bag. "I hope they can't get in. It's not just that I don't want to die, 
either; I know you could kill more than one of them with that knife before they got us, and I don't want that to happen either. I 
can still see that poor old wolf in the for- est ••• " Her voice broke and she tucked her head into my shoulder again. I put my arm 
around her and drew her closer. Then I picked up the blanket and draped it back over us. 
"I'm not cold any more," she said. "You know how to keep a girl warm nights." 
"Rivka, if we--" I started, and then 
broke off. 
"They're back!" she said unneces- sarily. 
pressed my arms against her back to help, and 
closed my eyes. I must have dozed, because the next thing I knew the bag we were sitting 
on was jerking spasmodically and there was 
an angry growling and snarling outside the window. Rivka woke· up with a reflexive jump, 
and fell of~the bag in the process. I for- tunat~ly was able to keep my seat and grabbed the rope to give a little more security. 
can," rowed 
S he was busily trying to arrange the blanket_to_cover both ~f us when I took a hand in it. "The obJect • my dear, is to present as little area as possible to the outside. That means that whether you like it or not, you should get as close to me as 
you can. Especially your hands and arms-- fold them across your chest and keep them between us." She curled up into as small a volume as I've ever seen an adult manage, and 
I curled myself around her and then with one 
hand lapped a double layer of blanket over us both. It wasn't.bad at all. In fact, it oc- 
curred to me that it was exceedingly pleasant ••• and at about that time, a muffled voice 
•came from the region of my shoulder, saying, "Why shouldn't I like it?" 
"Like what?" So I was fishing ••• 
"Like getting as close to you as I she_answered sleepily. Then she bur-. a little closer yet and was silent. I 
they achieved no success they ceased. The 
howling went away then, and Rivka whispered, 
"Do you think they've gone for good?" 
. "I doubt it•" I answered. "They' re 
probably trying the rest of the village first, 
but if they can't get in anywhere they'll be 
back here. They know this place is weaker 
than the others." 
She shivered. It was cold; my ex- 
ertions in fortifying t-he place had kept me 
warm, but Hivke hadn't had th~t and also had 
the disadvantage of being much smaller. I 
didn't have a blanket in my bag--I mostly 
used it for apparatus--but there was a chance 
that Rivka had one in hers. I asked her. 
"I have," she said. "Do you think 
we can af!"ord to get up and open it?" 
"I think we have to take the chance. 
You'll freeze--maybe both of us will--without 
it. You keep sitting on the bag until I've 
stood up and aw holding my bag up with the rope. Then open it and get your blanket out 
as quick as you can." 
I stood up and braced myself against 
the wall, holding the rope tight in both 
hands. Rivka jumped up and a!ter a little fumblinG with numbed fingers worked the catch on her bag and got it open. She tugged out 
a blanket--a good heavy wool one--slammed the bag shut, and flopped down on it again. I ex- haled slowly and sank back down to it myself. 
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the household, he thought 
ruefully as he opened his eyes to look for his lost treasure. Nothing stirred, 
however, in the room--neither 
his brothers in the bed, nor any winged somethings in the air. where could it have flown 
to? A quick search yielded no 
results--no moths nor birds 
nestled behind or under the 
furniture. It might well be 
perched among the rafters, 
though he knew it was not in the loft, for the trap door was covered by a heavy cloth. 
In frustration Nicholas re- turned to the crock: perhaps 
it bad fluttered back inside 
somehow. 
It it had, it had blocked 
the way behind it. The seal sat once again in place over 
the mouth of the jar, its ed- ges firmly melded to the lip 
as if it had never been dis- placed. Obviously, Nicholas' turn was over, whether or not 
he had lost his whatever-it- was-supposed-to-be-anyway. The lad scowled for a moment. 
Why had bis father been so careless with his spell? Why 
hadn't he left some kind of instruction behind to prepare 
his children better? Had Sylvia's present been lost through the same carelessness? 
And what would happen to tbe others when their turns ar- rived? •••• His brow cleared a 
little: well, at least he 
would be able to warn them not to make the same mistake. And wbo knew, maybe it would 
all work out just as well for him without any sticky spells 
to trip him up. He chuckled, and bit his thwnb at the com- placent crock. 
blade slid through the seal as if through butter and from 
the metal a thin, clean crack ran out around the lip of the 
crock. A moment later tbe seal flopped off onto the 
table top, its edges com- 
pletely severed. Nicholas stared at it, eyes narrowed, 
then flipped it over with his 
knife. Could this be part of the spell? Gingerly he peered into the crock, but nothing 
appeared readily visible. 
Screwing up his courage, he slid bis hand inside and felt around for sooething, but his 
fingertips met only the rough texture of the pottery. The 
crock was empty! But how 
could it be? Surely their father would not have cheated 
his family! Something flut- tered suddenly against his palm. lie snatched at it and 
felt a feathery softness which 
pulsed ~ightly within his grasp, pulsed and ruffled as might a bird struggling to 
escape. Carefully Nicholas 
withdrew bis fist, cupped his otber hand over the prize and 
carried it to the fireplace where he would stir up the 
ccars ·to get some decent light. He could feel the something 
twitch against his skin as he .knelt upon the hearth. Cau- 
tiously he removed one· hand, reaching for the poker, but 
the thing was too quick for him: be caught a brief 
glimpse of wings, ~inier than a hummingbird's, that glim- mered in the gloom and then it flew straight at his face. Instinctively he shut his eyes and as he did so, was shaken 
by an enormous sneeze. 
Wel.l, ·that ought to wake 
8 
ri icholas stirred reluctant- ly and opened his eyes to stare at the ceiling. 
io hint of srey filtered be- tween the curtains of the one window, but no doubt it was 
at least four o'clock and his mother would be rising ~oon. 
rie lay for awhile in the cosy darkness, listening to the 
breathing of his brothers at bis side, then came suddenly 
aw~e ana crawled out of bed, reaching for his bose. To- day was his long-awaited 
eighteenth birthday! l'ul.- ling his tunic over his bead, he dug his koife out of bis 
pouch and tiptoed to tbe man-. tel where the crockery jar 
sat so innocently. J.lust lay thic:.C abouc it, for ~1ar jorie 
went oo nearer her husband's spells than necessity requi- 
red, and had given the crock a wide berth when cleaning. 
l\icholas lifted it down and bore it to the table, wiping the grime away as he set it 
down. ~e had studied the seal once before to see where Sylvia had broken it, but · 
there bad been no crack to be found; either his sister bad 
left Juniper riill without her magic, or the crack had re- sealed itself after its open- 
ing. ue examined it again now with greater attention but saw no break in tbe har- dened wax, no line or scratch to show that the seal had ever 
been disturbed. Well, it would be broken now. Taking 
a very deep breath Nicholas set the point of his knife to 
the edge of the crock where the wax lay thinnest, and pressed. 
•ro his astonishment, the 
Flocks of blackbirds have 
been sighted·heading north- ward--Nicholas has seen them himself. The chatter in the 
Puss and Fiddle is broken off oy-&uacien news that the Royal 
Bard of Southmarsh is dead. Nicholas is placed in a bind. 
He could ccmpabe for the· 
position, and would gladly though it entailed six months' 
service with the king: Old Martin, the local Rhymer, had 
the right to represent Can-· dlewick but didn't care to 
travel outside the county. But Nicholas' rival, Oliver 
Gill, would probably go. Long before he arrives 
at Juniper Hill, Nicholas has 
resolved to take service with the king,·as he explains to 
his mother. She agrees1 his brother Richard is better at 
!arming anyway. As soon as Nicholas gets his birthday sneeze from the crock, he will be off to Castletown. 
Synopsis: 
Mr. Silverseed, a m~gic- 
ian, left his wit• and :eight ch.ildren only a crock of birthday sneezes before going 
oft, never more to be seen~·· one !or eacb child'~ eight-· 
eenth birthday. His son Nicholas will be eighteen on the morrow. As Nicholas 
leaves Castletown Fair, the Princess .Clarissa of South- marsh frets in Thornybrooke 
Castle. Her parents, King Tobias and Queen Elianora, insist she have dinner with the Grand Duke of Walton Wold, and she must accept 
his courting or go to bed 
without dinner. Nicholas, his wares all sold, stops beside a brook 
tor the night on his way 
home to Juniper Hill. Next 
day, his horse th.rows a shoe forcing him to stop off at Knobbles. While.there, he 
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mouth down pompousLy. 
Joan's last traces of . reserve evaporated. She burst 
into laugh~er, clapping her hands and Clarissa knew that finally she bad found a friend. 
The two girls made short work of the tea, and Clarissa 
plied Joan with questions 
about the outside world. 
Joan's life had been simple 
enough before her arrival at Thornybrooke: her father was 
a farmer near Uffington, her 
mother bad died during her 
childhood, and she had raised a younger brother and sister until her departure. 
"I wouldn't have left, but that Father is needing 
the money more than my help. 
Lady Alice heard word of my 
skill in. embroidery, and Sh?, offered--What's the matter? 
For Clarissa had fixed 
her with an intense stare. "Embroidery?" said the 
princess in a voice that 
seemed to vibrate off the paneled walls, "You embroider?" 
Joan nodded hesitantly, a little frightened. Cla- 
rissa rose and fetched her work which she dropped in the maid's lap. 
"Can you do such work?" 
Joan's face lit up. "I should say I can, ~our--Cla- rissal Such a design! And 
the colors--" She sighed. 
"If I could only work with fine stuffs like these!" 
She ran a wistful finger over the glowing silks. "Only a lady could buy such lovely thread." 
Clarissa bit her lip. "I hate embroidery." 
"But you're a princess 
of the blood!" exclaimed 
Joan, looking at her in as- tonisboent. 
Clarissa laughed. "Prin- cess or not, I despise em- 
broidery. The threads I use knot, I stab my fingers on the needle--I am a very clumsy princess, Joan." 
Joan looked puzzled, as if princesses and clwr.siness 
were a contradiction in terms. Clarissa leaned over and 
began speaking very rapidly. 
"Joan, if you really do cherish embroidery so, you may 
work with fine stuffs like 
these whenever you wish. Every day at this hour my mother 
locks me in to embroider, and 
I am left alone until 5 o'clock. 
If you will come with my tea at 4 exactly you may work here 
in peace until the hour is up, 
and use whatever materials of 
'mine as please you." 
Joan's mouth dropped open. A moment later she 
CONTINUED PAGE 15 
time !'!aster Pickenby, the 
music master, was coming to .give her lute instruction, and that would be even worse. 
Oh, if only something exciting 
would happen I · 
At tea-time she was, as 
usual, locked up in her room 
with her handicraft. After 
wandering aimlessly about for several minutes she settled down to tie ribbons ·about her 
kitten's tail, and was waver- 
ing between gold thread with scarlet silk and silver thread with violet silk when the doorlatch rattled ominously. She· whipped her embroidery onto her lap as the door swung 
inward, but to her relief and 
surprise the visitor wa.s nei- ther her nurse, Juliana, nor 
one of the queen's ladies, but a young girl Clarissa had 
never seen before. She wore a simple brown wool dress with a leather bodice and she was holding a tray. She bobbed. 
"Your rlighness, the queen said you should have tea to- day." She set the tray on 
the clothes chest. "And I'm 
to fetch you anything as you 
might be needing." 
Clarissa looked at her 
curiously. "#hat's your 
name? I've never seen you 
in the kitchen." 
"No, Your Highness, 
I'm Joan, Your Highness, and 
I only came yesterday to help 
Lady Alice with the linen." Clarissa examined Joan 
narrowly for a moment. 
Could this little maid be 
trusted? And above all, did she have a sense of humor? 
The princess decided to test 
her. "Joan, do you like seed- 
cake?" 
"Seedcake, Your Highness?" 
echoed the aaid in surprise. "Aye, Your.Highness, I like 
seedcake as well as any." 
"Have some!" cried Cla- 
rissa, yanking the girl in- side and plopping her into the chair by the .fire. "And you are not to call me Your 
Highness any more unless Her 
Majesty would overhear you. Nor may you call me Your 
Grace! Just Clarissa." 
Joan looked nervous. 
She said nothing as Clarissa thrust a large square of c~e 
into her bands, but when the princess spread two slices of 
bread with honey and then slapped them together, sticky 
sides in, she giggled in spite of herself. Clarissa 
grinned at her and took a 
large bite. "Use your fingers," she said with her mouth full, 
waving the bread in the air. "Spoons are for decorum." She lowered her voice on the last word and pulled her 
9 
("1larissa had watched them 
~from her window, their cloaks bright flags of color as they st~eaxed across 
the fields. She could not 
bear to turn back to the em- 
broidery awaiting her, which she must work on for the next 
hour. At the end of that 
("1larissa's day was going 
~badly. She had hoped to 
spend the morning on. 
horseback, as her father was 
to hunt in '!'horn Wood with 
her latest suitor, and some 
of the ladies were ~oing 
along; but ;.iueen ~lianora · 
disapproved of such unladylike 
behaviour, and said as much. 
":!or those whose manners 
are genteel, ana whose de- 
port~ent beco~es their sta~ 
tion, a little exercise is 
c caaendabke and invigorating; for those whose behaviour already inclines to the hoy- 
denish and unruly, discipline is necessary," she said firmly to her husband. "Clarissa spends far too much tiae in 
the stables and the court- 
yards, and far too little in practicing the gentler arts. 
Besides whic~, the Grand Duke is~ fastidious man, and it will never do to let him see 
her wild and windblown. You know how she shouts and gal- lops about!" 
"!'erhaos she'll not shout on t~e hunt~" sugr;ested King 'J.'Obj' without a:uch hope. "She 
nas never been outside the walls, before, and she will no doubt stay close with her ladies." 
ne ~ersonally felt that ~is daughter was too ri~idly confined. She bad a spirit after his own heart, raerry and headstrong, and he en- joyed watcbinG her run about 
the castle like a boy. 
~lianora's look showed that she understood him all 
too well. "Aye, you'd have 
her 6rowing up a brassy, bold 
hussy with no decorum nor sense of obedience," she said 
bitterly. "You'd make her the talk of all the kingdo:n and no decent man would wed her then, 
would be? ~outhraarsh must have 
a king for the years to come 
--for you'll not last forever!" 
"Back you go," he said 
aloud, de~ositing it uncere- 
moniously on the mantel, and 
turned away to pack for his 
journey. He wanted to leave 
before the family arose, and 
he was not going to waste his 
time chasing after a magic 
butterfly, however disappointed_ 
he might be. 
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My vision cleared, and I saw Gretel and three of the other angels. Above their 
heads was a large, naked light bulb. 
"You fell from the scaffold. The doctor is on his way from the University in- 
firmary," Gretel said. CONTINUED PAGE 16 
10 
voice. 
"Then so be it," said Pegasus, as he 
reared up on his hind legs poised for flight. 
"Wait!" I shouted, and grabbed for 
one of the wings. A feather pulled loose and 
remained between my fingers as the powerful steed burst forward and disappeared above me into the space between the globes of fire which fused together and became one. 
"She's coming around," said a familiar 
"Then you will not come with me?" 
"To where?" 
"Olympus ••• where else, but to 
Olympus, abode of the divinities!" 
"That's the pagan heaven, isn't it?" 
"Indeed it is. You are being of- fered the gift of immortality." 
I stared at the bursts of light. "No thanks! Immortality is one thing I don't want; not in this world. Who wants to b-e~~ 
around to watch tbe earth sink in its own corruption and pollution? You better believe 
it, horse, that'll happen long .before the sun will fly apart." 
revered in all the heavenly stalls of 
Zeus. And you are the vestal virgin of the present, whose fate is yours alone." 
"You must be kidding! I'm just a 
frumpy plastic angel from a badly-staged 
operetta." 
I asked. 
~he horse arched his silken neck and took a Trojan stance. "I am Pega.sus, most 
".Back to the earth of old; 
back to the edge of time, 
or on to the earth of tales untold, with sorrows left behind." 
I looked up and saw a whirlpool of 
flame. It resembled the sun, yet not the sun. 
"What is happening?" 
"You are in the apex of the time 
#edge," he said. "That is the sun of the future, about to disjoin of itself. And 
that," he tilted his head in the other di- rection where I saw yet another sphere, 
massive, but no less turbulent, "is the sun 
of the past, having only just disgorged a molten earth." 
"But where do.!. fit into all this?" 
said, 
"What's going on?" I asked. "We 
didn't do this in rehearsal." 
"There can be no rehearsal for reality," he said. 
My palms began to perspire, an.d I wiped them on the skirt of my long white robe. 
"Look, I don't know what this is, but it's get- ting downright freaky. I came here to dance 
to Hansel and Gretel's Angel's song, aud end 
up talking to a flying horse. Where are you supposed to take me?" 
The horse seemed pensive. Then he 
'l"'he unlikely ledge of scaffolding vibrated 
1 beneath my feet. As I stood there fifteen 
feet above the stage awaiting the cue, the rest of the angels swayed, tottered, and 
poked one another with their plastic wings. Hansel and Gretel frolicked in the papier-mach6 
woods as I peered through the crack of curtain 
from my perch at the front of .these heavenly- clad aberrations. Any minute, the refrain of 
the Angel's song would begin and we would de- scend from ou.r loft of wires and old sets to dance in a ring around the sleeping ~hildren. 
Hansel and Gretel were as unlikely in their 
roles as I in mine. Hansel was a twenty-three- year-old graduate student with five o' clock 
shadow, and the twenty-year-old Gretel wore a tie-dyed pair of tights under her dirndl. 
As the stage lights dimmed, I heard 
the first notes of our refrain arid the curtain 
partea before me. As I moved forward, I stepped on my robe. The angel behind me must have 
t;rabbed one of my wings because I haard it snap as I lunged for the curtain with both hands outstretched. I slid down the curtain until my feet touched something solid. When 
I made my way toward the paste-board tree, it seemed to become more realistic. I looked 
down at my feet, and the scuffed boards of the stage had become earth. Where were Hansel and Gretel? ~/hat was happening? At that mo- 
ment, those two grotesque facsimiles of chil- dren would have been a fresh of relief. Some- 
thing moved behind me. When I turned, I beheld a magnificent winged horse with umber- 
colored fur and feathered wings, multi-colored, in the reds, ochres and russets of the sun. 
It had to be the most realistic-looking costume I'd ever seen. Or was it a costume? 
"Angel, I've come to bear you away," he said. 
c:fi QueJtion of ~eality 
by GINGE~ HEIXJE.f 
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Two ways did Meaning come primord'ally: the first was law discovered in the mind, 
the moral law, which should the impulse bind, the moral law of human love so free; the second, awe impresst in imagery: 
the burning bush aflame within the heart-- the gleam, the joy, the beauty, ecstastic dart there, from the image burning, burning me 
until mine eyes no more could see, dark blind; for both ways merg'd at last and do not part-- the mind-felt law, the heart-felt awe--one kind, one nature; for Christ, the Tao, the Law, can start 
the pang of joy from any circling Dove-- 
my hand, my heart: with Dante burn, ur love." 
Four 
Surpris'd by joy's loss, in his despair, wrote Coleridge of th' impatient wind without, which mountain crags and cra.gey trees did flout, 
reflecting but the storm within, more rare, more dangerous, and harder tar to bear-- which left upon the soul an ice of doubt, which buried in snow th' imagination's route, 
heavy as frost thick frozen, in the moon's glare. 
Surpris'd by joy, the longing of the soul, wrote Lewis of his search, beyond his choice, tor tar-off mountains, dim and blue--a goal, his life's the journey toward; a dryad's voice, 
calling with wistfulness but not with dole, "Come climb the sunlit hills and aye rejoice!" 
Two 
0 subtle Lord, tho I do kneel and plead for ecstasy's return, or stoic-stand; tho I do write an ode, by impulse fanned in emulation of the odes I read, 
no breeze my fanning stirs, no fruit my seed can grow, no light produce, from darkness bannd; 
since golden joy, ecstatic joy, no hand can snap its fingers tor, at any need. 
0 subtle Lord, my need is great, and great the gift which once was given--give to me no "philosophic mind" too deep for tears, 
but yet the momentary sunbeam--I wait the joy which lights the intervening years and from the dark night of my soul, saves me! 
Five 
Shall I confess my pride? for I had said, some fifteen years ago when student I, 
while talking to a priest 'bout prophets high, unprofitable to myself, that led 
were all of us by ecstasy which fled-- those sudden golden moments, no brazen lie-- which meant but voiced no meaning, no angel's cry-- a splaifi'"'""O? gold, a pang of joy instead. 
"Nonsense!" the priest replied, "the prophets tell that God spoke clearly to them, n9t through art but in the midst of life: no ecs;asy 
unmeaningful, but meaning sharp and full!" After that hour, no more I felt the dart 
of fire, no more the burning soul for me. 
Three 
Within this room of shelved books I sit and muse upon the greater odes I read, on Wordsworth's "visionary gleam"--a seed. 
which springtime grew and bore no autumn fruit-- on Coleridge's loss of "joy," and Shelley suit that "beauty" might return upon his need; but though they stoic-stood or they did plead, 
no youth-felt breeze did touch th' aeQlian lute. 
And I, likewise, had felt the "ecstasy", the fire within the soul, in nature, art, 
sometimes in church--but that has gone from me, the words are simply words again, no more; and so from habit, still with pleasure, I start 
and read these odes, which teach redundant lore. 
One 
LOSS OF VISION: 
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I spent last month's Day of ~ilence contem- plating these vibrations. I awoke remem- bering the roar and vibration of the surf. 
Baclc to our gre~t-great-great- grandson. ile and the mother and father spent 
two weeks in the undersea bubble, flesh-to- flesb close. Much of that time was in the d11..rk gyro-pool, sharing sounds or splashing and soft singing, surrounded by silences. 
'fhe father was commissioned to do a special work, introducing the baby to sensory changes at a highly accelerated pace. uew methods of 
observing and recording took place in the um- bilicords and the mother ship above. 'l'hese 
cared for food and wastes, too. 
John and his wife will be in from 
Mars for our death celebration. They are still analyzing the life units there, and if 
they hold up through the cr:ror;enic transport, studies will proceed here. John has an in- stinctive hope that the ioars units will devour 
our air pollutants. W e experienced a street fight this morning. Two men were arguing about transference of conscience. We listened for abo~t an hour, but when one clenched his fist and raised 
it the fight was over, of course. 'l'he loser stood there staring at his raised fist. We 
felt his hurt acutely, but let it eo nod ambled on. Anyway we were wearing our new face masks with ~he enlarged helmet sound chambers and we wanted to hear the debut of that new soprano from Peking. She did l~enotti' s "t"estive Human" 
from Milan. Did you hear it? 
Last week we clicked on to the sounds 
of the sea: it was our turn for a walk on the beach. My mind's eye added the sandpipers. 
I'm glad I sketched them oefore they became extinct. Hob had studied their anatomy and speed of locomotion when he did that limb 
transplant research, so we shared our remem- berings. It was a rich day. 
We are workin~ daily on our auto- 
biographies. They will be on tape '10?8259 if you wish to refer to them. we have found the tapes of Harold and Elise useful to us, 
since they added to them ~oments before death. 
They were 26 years old, but sensed that their work here was finished. The vibrations of their last illumined spurt of enerlS)' were 
picked up on the tape, too. One of the mem- 
bers of our group is researching the light qualities of these vibrations. 
spent last manth's Day ·or Silence contem- 
plating these vibrat~ons. I awoke remembering the roar and vibration of the surf. l sh 
l.Jeur l·.artha, 
As you can see we've set the date, 
so it's too lnte to chan~e our minds now. ·,fill you and ;'.arry join us in the celebration 
of our aeaths'l I hope so. tie look to that day with growint~ interest: a balance of fear and se.:-enity. tie are the third couple in our 
;>reparation-1'0~-denth workshop group to choose 
the :\ede ,iarden ror this episode in our ex- istence. As you probably know, the Nede Gar- 
den is the only ~eodesic enclosed environment in which the butterfly still exists. We went ui) t!!ere lust week-end to make arrangements for the celebration and happened to arrive just as a monarch butterfly was emerging from 
its cocoon. LucKily there were a few seats left for observation. It dropped quickly. 
£hen, hanr.inr, by a thread, it strug~led with its rebirtr. as its 1d.ngs dried and stretched so slowly that movement was barely detectable. 
At the oo~ent of fli~ht the sroup of watchers stood as one and chA9red and applauded, The sun caught the orange color as the butterfly 
flittea off. Yes, sun. ';iith that altitude and stratasor.ic seeding it is possible oc- casionally. rerha~s there will be sunlight 
on o~r death day. 
CW' he day will begin with bread making ~Jl with everyone taking his turn kneading. ;'1e used our le.st package-mailing privi- 
le~e to buy flour from rlussia. ~hen there will be the tree plantinf'. 0n the request of 
the 1.ede lJirector the experio:ental CH-1? will be flown in froo Greenland. All hands will press the soil around it. 'l'hen we will 
encircle it, to conte~9late and encourage its life. .-/nat will your offering be? 1iill you please play the flute? 'i'he Bach I love so much or ad lib. Bob will read a story he's writini;; illustratin17; our particular foibles, 
which shoul<i celebrate laughter. 
!ie played the drums during the group 
ex9erience of the birth of our great-great- great grandson last month. ~he lighting, chan- 
tinG and ener~y release were beautifully d.irected, I tihousthti , George did it. The last time we had seen him was at his divorce celebration. The parting music he had written 
for Clara was a fugue with no ending. I can't 
describe that--can't explain it--but it worked. She danced her goodby to him. She was called to Siberia to further her observation of 
grasses, and of course he is involved here in 
his stuay of the auditory qualities of the skin, so the marria~e was no longer necessary. Just yesterday I received an announcement of 
her weddir.~. Her sixth, I believe. It will 
coincide w~th her 115th birthday. 
You are cordially invited to attend 
the Death Day Celebration o! Robert 
and Mary Sterling, Nede Garden, 
California, U. s. A. May 18th, 
International Year 15 
DEA'l'H DAY GE1'EBRA'l'ION 
Bl? PEGGY HAR'l'IGAN 
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I sighed and felt the sigh of all nature. I 
lay with my ear on Bob's chest listening to 
his heartb~at. Hearing this strong m~cle, 
knowing it would continue to pump f.or someone 
else compelled me further. I enjoyed the mys- 
tery of the question, ·"What is the means of 
that very first urge of the heart to beat?" 
."Does that first pulsing have any coincidence 
with ~he death spurt of energy of another?" 
llow lovely it is to enjoy the ques- 
tions, the contemplations and let life live 
the answers. I am totally grateful for life 
and death. We hope our meeting with death is 
life-giving to you all. See you on that day? 
Forgive my slowing of our communications by 
this ancient ritual of writing. It is delib- 
erate. I celebrate the old customs during 
these last days. 
Take the Silver Tube to Ea~le's 
~est, then the Arrow Cable to Nede Garden. 
In love,~ 
P.B. Bob's sperm has been chosen for 
the International Repro Bank. 
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"itbat are you two doing walking 
through this forest? Don't you know there are wolves out?" he asked. He was Ukrainian from his accent, but not of the peasant class. I 
took a chance. 
"So choose one!" 
At about that instant a faint howling 
came to me on the breeze. At least, I think I heard it. Even now. I'm not sure. But it made up my mind. "We stand here. Most people who 
own sleighs are fairly prosperous, and they're 
not usually as bad as the peasants. Even if be isn't friendly at least there's a good 
chance he'll just leave us alone." 
So we stopped and stood at the side of the road while the jingling and hoofbeats 
drew nearer. Then the sleigh came around the last bend in the road--a one-horse sleigh with the driver so swathed in furs that it wa.s im- 
possible to tell anything about bis appearance even when be came even with us and drew up bis 
horse. 
She made a face but slid the comb back into the pocket of her coat. 
I lifted both th& bags and we set out, circling through an edge of the woods to reach the road without passing in view of 
most of the cottages. Then we made our way down a rutted, ill-kept path, more a clear 
path through the trees than a real road. Less than a verst along it, however, we struck a better road9 apparently the main 
road that intersected the one we had first been travelling on at the next village. Our 
spirits picked up as the way opened in front o! us. Rivke was bumming a little tune, and 
I was whistling under my breath, when I heard the jingle of bells and a moment later the clop of horses' feet behind us. 
Rivke looked at me. "Trouble?" she said, apparently noting my !rown. 
"I don't know. It might be. If 
the driver is like most of the natives. it's 
trouble rie;bt enouch, if· he sees us. Hot but 
what I could probably take care of him, but there'd be the law to think of. On the other 
band, be m~gh} be friendly--might even be Jewish--an i so be could save us a long walk at least and possibly even being caught 
by the 1o1olves again." 
"So what do we do?" 
"We can hide, and take our chances on the wolves, or stand here and take our chances on the man. I've bad more attractive 
choices." 
T~e morning sun shone through the boles in the roof. The storm of the preceding night had apparently been a brief one. I shook Rivke and she uncurled and stretched, yawning. "What now?" she asked , 
"We try to reach the next village. It shouldn't be more than five or six versts 
from here. And it's on the main road, so there's probably some kind of transportation 
tor hire that can get us to the next place where we can get a. sleigh to Lublin." 
"But what about the wolves?" 
"They aren't usually out too much in the dayti~e--only late in the afternoon. 
I'm not thrilled with the prospect of walking that tar through the forest, but I don't see any choice. In tact, we'd better leave be- 
fore those peasants decide to see if we have anything they want to keep." And I rose and 
began dismantling our defenses of the night just past. Being in the theatrical business 
gets one used to packing quickly; I had things ready to go by the time Rivke had 
finished scrubbing her face with some snow 
that had drifted through the window and bad run a comb through her hair. 
"In casE: we run into a wolf who likes 
bis food to look appetizing as well as taste that way?" I asked, cocking an eyebrow at her. 
She was silent for a moment, pensive. 
Then she looked at oe with an innocent ex- pression and said, "I'm getting cold again." 
• 
I got up and crept over to the door. And if God didn't answer my prayers it was as 
if He had. As one of the wolves hurled him- self against the door, another was apparently scratching at_the edge, because when the door 
bowed inward a hairy grey paw slid through the 
crack--to be caucht viciously when the'cables snapped the door back. The wolf let out a heart-rending yelp of agony, but I was too 
interested in 01y own survival to feel much 
sympathy for him. He continued to make a great 
commotion, struggling to free himself--but the assault on the door ceased. And minutes later we heard the howling of the wolf-pack fading 
away in the distance, as they decided to seek easier prey. Finally, when the sound had faded completely from our ears, I drew my knife 
and slashed down on the wolf's paw, severing it neatly at the edge of the door-jamb. The door snapped back fully shut, and we could hear 
the agonized yapping of the wolf as be bolted 
away from us. 
"Did you have to do that?" Rivke 
asked angrily. 
"Unless you wanted to have him wait- 
ing for us in the morning," I answered. "By then I'd have no choice but to kill him. He'll be in pain for a while, but probably no lon- 
ger than be would have been with a crushed paw in the first place. And he only lost some 
toes; he'll probably live to kill other men 
yet." 
opening at the edge of the door each time a wolf impacted it, although it closed again 
instantly. But it grew bigger with each im- pact, and I bent my head to Rivke and said, 
"We're in trouble-if they keep that up. They've quit attacking the window, so you sit 
tight here while I ·go over there and see what 
I can do." 
FROM PAGE 7 Wolves 
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rissa, who was less particu- lar about hiding her feelings, 
went promptly into a fit of sulkiness and was now glower- 
ing outrageouslyt to the Duke's distress. Until tonight she had been friendly to him and 
he could not understand how he had offended her. Clarissa 
actually rather liked the Grand Duke, although she had 
no intention of accepting his 
suit: he was farsighted to an appalling degree·, which required him to gaze at his 
surroundings through a large 
crystal which he shifted from eye to eye to divide the strain. Clarissa had only 
once seen both eyes at a 
timet and having been too 
clQse for him to focus upon her properly, had decided that 
she did not fancy a husband 
who could only see her clearly at a distance of over fii'ty 
paces. Besides, bis name was Archibald. Archibald! Also he bad told iier"°quite frankly 
that he considered five chil- 
"We're not 
\17hat evening the court 
•tsbuzzed with talk of the day's bunt. Clarissa, 
seated beside the Grand Duke, toyea with her food for once 
in a true ladylike fashiont 
for the tea had filled her up considerably. She had 
come to the great hall in 
high spiritst but her good 
hWlor bad been speedily quashed 
by tbe news that she was to 
play that night week for the 
Duke, who was especially fond 
of the lute. Queen Elianorat 
outwardly gracious, bad des- paired on hearing this, and had berated her daughter more 
roundly than usual when she 
delivered the message. Cla- 
15 
handed Joan the keys. "Re- member that you must lock me in when you go. Oh, what a 
romp we shall have tomorrow!" 




"What was it you were going to ask 
hand, smiled, then touched 
clucking to his horse. him drive away Rivka 
"Dovid ••• " she said. 
me?" 
He took my his brow and turnedt As we stood watching 
moved closer to me. 
I helped Rivka down and unloaded our bags. Then I extended my.band to the priest. 
"Thank you, sir. And--it's good to know there are at leas~ some like you in the Russian Church." 
several priests in m.y day, and all of them had spent a large·part of their time stirring 
up their con~gations against Jews. 
He seemed to recognize tbe tone of 
my voice, because be answered, "Guilty, I'm afraid. But r~ally, not all priests are so 
bad. The trouble is that most of us sbarc either the pea.sant ignorance or the aristo- cratic Machiavellian outlook, because most of 
us JI.re born either pea.sants or aristocrats. 
Unfortunately most of the men of intelligence and· good will in Russia don't want to be priests~-in tact, I'm sorry to say that most 
of them don't believe in God at all. Some- 
times, looking at Russia, I can't blame them ••• " He tell silent. Rivke nudged me. 
"What was he saying?" she whispered. "I could understand a little, but not all." 
"He's a priest," I whispered back, "but I don't think he's either out to convert 
us or wishing us harm. He-seems a good man." She had started slightly at my first words, but relaxed when I reassu~ed her. 
The sleigh made short work of the few versts we bad to go; it was only a few 
minutes ai'ter we had stopped talking that we drew up in front of an inn. "Here you are," 
said the driver. "You can book passage here-- 
and the proprietor of this inn is Jewish, so he should be able to advise you better than I can." 
Blackbird Pie FROM PAGE s 
was on her knees kissing the edge of Clarissa's gown. 
"Oh, do i~op!" said Clarissa, hau ing the girl to her i'eet. "There is a 
condition." 
Joan nodded, her eyes 
bright with unshed tears. 
"You must bring with you tc-morrow a simple dress, such 
as you wear--we are close 
enough in size--which I will keep hidden here and while you work I will skip out to 
the garden in it. If anyone 
should come and ask you, you shall say that I forced you, 
and you'll come to no blame. Will you do this?" 
Joan nodded again. Cla- rissa clapped her hands and spun around with excitement. 
"Ah, Joan, Joan, you are a friend! Go now with 
the tea so that my nurse will suspect nothing." She 
"There are a few of us--uni'ortun- ately far too few--in the Church who try 
to persuade our people to treat yours with common courtesy, at least. We may disagree 
with you, but we know you aren't devils. Sadly, we seem to be fighting a losing battle." 
"You said 'us'--are you a priest, then?" I asked suspiciously. I had known 
"We were passengers on the public 
sleigh, travelling from Zhitomir to Lublin. 
Wolves were chasing it, so they put us off 
to lighten the sleigh. We took shelter for 
the night in an abandoned barn near a village 
up a side road, and now we're trying to get 
to where we can book a passage the rest of the 
way to Lublin." 
The two bright eyes that were all I could see for the heavy furs and thick beard · 
flashed incredulously. "They put you off the sleigh? A girl?" 
"We're Jews," I replied tonelessly. 
"My people!" he snorted; exasperated •. "Well, don't just stand there,. get in the 
sleigh. I can't.make up for all you must have 
been through, but at least I can give you, a ride to the village." 
I heaved the bags into the back of the sleigh and helped Rivke to mount onto the seat. Then I swung myself up beside her 
and the driver clucked to his·horse and ve 
started oft. 
"Thank you, sir,11 I began. 
"No need. When I think of the way 
people who call themselves Christians behave toward other children of God.:.well, I don't 
need to talk to you about that! I can only beg forgiveness on their behalt. Most of my 
people are miserably poor and ignorant, and the government--and God forgive them, most 
of the leaders of the Church--want to keep them that way. And they use your people to distract the peasants from their own problems." 
He was obviously warming to his subject--! suppose he seldom had a chance to air his 
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If you send your piece by mail, please include SASE. 
ASE is an envelope large enough to hold your story or 
poem without accordion-pleating it, addressed from us to 
you, and stamped with enough postage to carry it. Check 
with your local post office if you aren't sure about weight, 
Third- and Fourth-Class rates, etc. Otherwise, that fruit 
of all your drea~ and labours may end up regretfully in 
our Round File. 
Everything submitted for Mythril•is read and discussed 
at Inklings II. If we can't use it as is, we try to send back 
a letter of comments and suggestions gleaned from the dis- 
cussion. But do not ever feel discouraged, because we are 
all in the same boat. There are so many fanzines, apa- 
zines, rapzines, genzines, zinezines that if what you have 
to say is what aeybody wants to hear, you'll probably see 
print. In an;y event, we wish you luck. 
----The Editors of Mythril 
Note to Contributors 
IC you have received your Mythril exceedingly late this 
month, it is in part due to the fact that Ye Layout Editor 
found herself without artistic assistance this issue (save 
for the gracious contributions of Farley the Faithtu.l, Paula 
Marmor, and some general spot illos) and thusly had to pro- 
vide major artwork at the last minute. Those of you whoare 
artists, spea.k up! (Or ts it 'Draw up'?) At leastinformµs if you 
can draw, and send a sample. We can then evaluate you 
and send you copies of manuscripts for illustration. Yours 
Truly does not wish to corner the artistic stage in this pub- 
lication, and indeed does not have the time for such endea- 
vor. We hope to be hearing from you. 
Bonnie Good.Knight 
Artists Wanted! 
"He was left to wander alone, devouring 
his own soul, and avoid the paths of men till he 
died," said the angel. 
I sat up and flipped strands of long 
wheat-colored hair from my eyes. It was then 
that I opened my clenched fist and saw the 
feather, multi-colored, in the reds, ochres 
and russets of the sun. 
"Wbat happened to Bellophoron?" I 
asked. 
Reality FROM PAGE 10 
"Pegasus," I muttered. 
"Pegasus?" One of the angels looked 
at me as if I needed the University psychiatrist. 
"Pegasus," I repeated. "Have ••• have 
any of you ever studied mythology?" 
"Wasn't that tbe flying horse who 
threw liellophoron when he tried to ride him to 
Olympus?" the other angel asked. 
shaking his head, "I've never 
seen such a flock of./ em tbie 
close by the King's wood. 
We've some few to the south 
of the land, but we've not 
had·such an invasion, to my 
knowledge, ever before. If 
they're going to be nesting 
in our glens we shall be 
forced to take our bows to 
them. Thousands there must be." 
Clarissa frowned to her- 
self. ·Now that she thought 
of it, she had noticed an un- 
usual flurry of birds over 
Thorn Wood during the last 
few days. Why such an odd 
occurrence? Well, birds were 
only birds, and she made no 
pretense of understanding their 
habits. She shrugged and 
turned her attention to the 
sherry tri!le--her appetite 
had suddenly re~urned. 
TO BE CONTINUED 
formi for Clarissa was as 
clumsy with her instrument as 
with her needle, and this was 
a source of great chagrin to 
her. Two years of practice 
had brought negligible improve- 
ment, and two years was more 
than long enough to discourage 
the impatient princess. 
However, sulky or not, 
she could not help overhearing 
bits of the table conversa- 
tion, and she soon realized · 
that today's hunt had been 
no ordinary one. Instead of 
the usual chatter about 
hounds and falcons and the 
excitement of the chase, the 
talk seemed to center around 
blackbirds •. Blackbirds? 
Without seeming to unbend, 
she managed to maneuver closer 
to the Duke, who was deep in 
discussion with Sir Geoffrey, 
the Master Archer. 
"Nay," the soldier was 
"Why, my lady mother had 
only me, and see what a hand- 
ful I have been!" she ~xclaimed 
to an unsympathetic Juliana. 
"Can you imagine nine chil- 
dren? I should. cOIIapse 
after the fourth, I'm sure of 
it." 
But she bore no dislike 
for the Duke, and under any 
other circucstances would have 
encourar-ed his friendship. 
·ronight, however, she was de- 
cidedly upset. 
It should be said for 
Clarissa that she did not dis- 
like lute playinc in and of 
itself. She enjoyed music 
immensely, and her delight 
in listening was equalled 
only by her inability to per- 
dren the minimum for auy re- 
spec~able family, and he him- 
self hoped to produce at least 
nine. 
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There are over 100 names, places, things, foods, people, words from Old Solar and Elvish, races, 
etc. taken from the works of Tolkien, Lewis and VlIIliams, and at least one from L. Frank Baum, in this puzzle. Look forwards and backwards, up and down and diagonally. Some words appear twice but are counted only once. No word can be found in a longer word,~ GLOIN contains OIN, but OIN or GLOIN would be l'Oi.Uid somewhere else; however, words do overlap. Circle a word when you find it and write it down in the blank space provided, as shown in the example. Good luck!!! 
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HOBBIT L 0 DNA L N.E H CR ADE AG 0 LE RBS CLE DA 
Z T N B 0 M B U R Q U 0 T N I R U H T C I R K E F W S 
T F L R I D R A B H 0 B B I T G R H Y G A M R I I A L 
I U EE 0 F HK AWN IGEL VAT RM UT AG 1·1 A 
W N W G S E U A M N L L R 0 R H T N 0 I S A S R I I N 
N D E 0 S T B R C 0 A B A G G I ~ S D L K 0 M U A N A 
0 I J I E S 0 E P R T 0 L K I E N 0 H A E K T S E F A 
0 N M P N W Y B H I R 0 E M U L L 0 G L L Y I L L S K 
R 0 Y F H 0 H A E C I N W H I N X N B D A F T 0 R H R 
N D T L T H T K E N R W I L L I A M S R M R D S 0 A A 
E 0 I 0 I M I A E L B Y S X 0 U I I G R Y F A U N S T 
W R C I A T M N T F B S A Y L D I U I M E Y E S D T A 
R I E N C 0 S A M 0 E T H U L C A N D R A T L A A A D 
A E H D I N T K B L D I V E S D 0 R M A D L E N R N H 
I D T R A G E D I A N W H A M F P Y I G I T I E D i S 
S M A S H U G G B 0 M B A D I L K E 0 H S A D E N N I 
I U A I E E Y L L U R 0 N L N A 0 U E M D A 0 A A I R 
L NM R KRAM E W LIPS I Y 0 L·U HEYL DLR N 
D D R G J A N E R E T E P A 0 T T L N R C I A I E 0 0 
U A 0 I R N 0 T G N I N R 0 M T P I T U C I K I R H N 
R L T L U R I 0 E 0 T G T D A E A N L A R L P U E T I 
I E H E F 0 R U M I L L I B S B W D 0 0 A Y A E P 0 L 
0 R C S 0 I Q S T A N H 0 P E A N R M B S S A M E A A 
YFLEBDNEYLNSHADOWFAXDEREERB 
. . . 
A MYTBOPOEIC· WOllDSEARCB 
I • · · • 41 • •• • ar··.rw. CAJU..BroN .. · - .. 
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